NB: Attaching a HS shadow to a SS blokart
All HS (high strength steel) now come supplied with two short sleeves that are used if
you are attaching the HS shadow to a SS (stainless steel) blokart.

1. Slide a sleeve over the rear axle
stub on the shadow ensuring the
sleeve hole locates with the existing spring button.

2.Slide the other sleeve over the
shortened axle that will go into the
right side of the SS blokart chassis.

Another great product to emerge from
the secret chambers of the R&D team
is the shadow. Please follow the assembly instructions carefully to attach
the shadow properly.
NB: The shadow is designed to go
on the left hand side of the blokart
only.
The SS shadow wil not fit early HS
blokarts prior to chassis no. 3444

Assembly Instructions

3.Attach the HS shadow to the SS
blokart as per instructions.

Place the 6 loose components (2 shortened axles*, 3 shadow blocks [incl. one spare block] and safety bar top section)
to one side. Remove the large star knobs at the front and
centre of the shadow. Each star knob is unique so ensure
they do not get mixed up.
1. Pull the shadow backrest up into place and make sure the
button clicks into place.

2. Swing down the small arm on the
safety bar and attach to the shadow
chassis with the small star knob.
3. Attach the loose top section of the
shadow safety bar to the main section
on the shadow with the toggle pin.

4. Assemble the blokart less its rear wheels
and lay over on right hand side with one rear
wheel resting under the mast base.

5. Lift shadow over blokart and insert rear axle
stub of the shadow into the rear axle tube of the
blokart chassis. Do not locate the spring button
into the chassis hole yet.
6. Rest front ‘C’ clamps of the shadow over
chassis and rear seat back, lifting rubber protectors out of the way.

9. Undo the shadow foot
bar star knob and refasten
with plastic clamp around
the blokart foot bar.

10. Attach the safety bar to the blokart mast base by removing the left tri-knob, sliding the saftey bar over the mast
base stud and then re-tightening the tri-knob and attaching
the safety clip. This is easiest done when the kart is still on
its side.

11. Using the shortened axles supplied with the shadow re-attach
both the wheels to the shadow chassis.

7. Push firmly and click
button into place locating all 3 clamps.

8. Insert the orange shadow blocks into the front and centre clamps and secure with star
knobs - the longer star knob goes in the centre clamp, you may need to push down on
the chassis to allow you to secure the front clamp.

You are now ready to rig up and go!
Warning:
* Do not attempt to sail the blokart with the shadow on two wheels. If a wheel
comes off the ground immediately release the sheet rope.
* Never use the Shadow with the Deuce accessory.
* The shortened axles are used to narrow the extended width of the kart due to the
shadow.

